A lattice metric singularity occurs when unit cells defining two (or more) lattices yield the identical set of unique calculated d-spacings. The minerals Mawsonite and Chatkalite are of especial interest as both are characterized by tetragonal unit cells that correspond to the second member of a quaternary lattice metric singularity. This singularity includes lattices that are Cubic I, Tetragonal P, Orthorhombic F, and Orthorhombic P. The Mawsonite and Chatkalite lattices are unique in that they are highly specialized. In each case: (1) the determinative c/a ratio is very near 1/√2, (2) the symmetrical scalars of the reduced form [a · a : b · b : c · c = 1:2:2] have greater specialization than required for the given reduced form type, (3) the tetragonal lattice has derivative lattices of higher symmetry, and (4) the powder pattern is highly compressed. Mawsonite and Chatkalite serve as exemplar-type compounds. Their tetragonal structure has important implications in structure determination using powder diffraction data. First, any cubic I lattice -established solely on the basis of indexing procedures -may actually be tetragonal or orthorhombic. Second, in establishing the lattice of an unknown, results from powder data indexing require routine confirmation by other techniques (e.g., single crystal, optical, etc.). [5] a NIST*LATTICE [6] was used to determine lattice relationships given in the table and text. The research on these minerals demonstrates that in certain cases obtaining the unit cell is difficult. Caution must be taken to obtain the correct lattice. For example, when using indexing procedures, there is no inherent reason to assume the correct answer is necessarily the lattice with the highest symmetry. Clearly, in addition to indexing procedures, other methods -e.g., optical, single crystal, etc. -should be routinely employed to establish uniquely the lattice and symmetry.
Mawsonite and Chatkalite:
A Quaternary Quandary
The minerals Mawsonite and Chatkalite serve to illustrate the role that lattice metric singularities play in the characterization of materials via powder indexing procedures. Over the years, Mawsonite (Table 2 ) has been characterized by a variety of unit cells. As shown in the Table, they include an I-centered cubic cell [7] , an I-centered tetragonal cell [9] and a primitive tetragonal cell [10] .
In the initial reporting of the mineral Mawsonite, Markham et al. [7] noted that the optical data was inconsistent with cubic symmetry so they used the phrase "body centred pseudocubic" in their description of the mineral. Yamanaka et al. [9] , using the refinement program of Evans et al. [12] , determined a tetragonal I cell with dimensions close to those of the initial cubic I cell. Single-crystal work by Szymański [10] established the crystal structure as tetragonal P. As Chatkalite (Fe 
Sn
4+ of Mawsonite) is structurally very similar to Mawsonite, its powder pattern is indexed on the basis of a primitive tetragonal unit cell (a = 7.61(1) Å and c = 5.373(5) Å) [13] . In the latest Fleischer's Glossary of Mineral Species [14] , both Mawsonite and Chatkalite are listed as tetragonal.
There is an underlying mathematical reality that links and explains these diverse unit cells. The determinative c/a ratios for the tetragonal P cells for Mawsonite [10] and for Chatkalite [13] are almost equal to 1/√2. When this condition occurs, the experimentalist is confronted with a quaternary lattice metric singularity. In this case, therefore, there are four different lattices consistent with the same set of d-spacings. Thus from powder data alone one cannot uniquely assign the lattice. This is demonstrated in the next section.
The Quaternary Lattice Metric Singularity
The four lattices involved in the quaternary singularity are given in Table 1 . The lattices I, II, III, and IV are defined by the I-centered cell 1, the primitive cell 2, the F-centered cell 3, and the primitive cell 4, respectively. When one compares the volumes of the reduced cells for lattices I, II, III, and IV, one notes that the cell volumes are in an 1:1/2:1/3:1/4 relationship. In fact, reduced cells 2, 3, and 4 are derivative subcells of cell 1.
The reduced forms for cells 1-4 that define the four lattices are also given in Table 1 . As the reduced forms are all different, the four cells clearly define different lattices. The reduced forms [5] 5, 21, 26, and 32 are characteristic of an I-centered cubic, a primitive tetragonal, an F-centered orthorhombic and a primitive orthorhombic lattice, respectively. Detailed inspection of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th reduced forms shows that there is more specialization than required for the given reduced form type [5] . For example, in the case of lattice II, the 1:2:2 relationship between the symmetrical dot products -a · a : b · b : c · c -of the reduced form implies a highly specialized lattice.
In Table 3 , the unique d-spacings for the four lattices are given. The sets of unique interplanar spacings are identical. However, Table 3 shows that the number (M) of d-spacings with a given calculated d-value can be different for lattices I-IV. Consider a calculated d-value equal to 1.4615 Å. For this d-value, the Table shows that the numbers (M) calculated for lattices I, II, III, and IV are 1, 2, 9, and 3, respectively. For those cases in which the NBS*AIDS83 [15] program calculates more than one (not symmetrically related) d-spacing with the same value, the hkl indices for only the first of the group are given in the Table. For the nonspecialized lattice of tetragonal or orthorhombic symmetry, the program would calculate M discrete d-spacings for those cases in which M > 1 in Table 3 . Inspection of d-spacing data for lattices II, III, and IV reveals that these four lattices are highly specialized in the sense that the value of M is often greater than 1. Thus the patterns have far fewer discrete lines than normally possible for the given symmetry. This is shown in Table 4 . In column 4 of this table, the compression ratio is given. This is the ratio of the unique dspacings to the total calculated d-spacings. For the orthorhombic F lattice, the compression ratio is 0.359 when the d-spacings are calculated out to a 2θ of 110º with λ = 1.5405 Å. [7] et al. [8] et al. [9] [10] et al. [11] No 
Finding Potential Lattices
As Mawsonite and Chatkalite demonstrate, the researcher needs to be aware of all possible lattices consistent with a given set d-spacings. In the case of Cubic I, one knows ( Table 3 ) that at least 3 additional cells fit the data equally well. Single crystal studies [10] showed the lattice for Mawsonite is tetragonal P.
In other cases, the existence of further possibilities may not be known. To determine such possibilities, the DICVOL [1] indexing program has proved to be a valuable tool. In a recent publication [16] on the history of the dichotomy method for powder indexing, Boultif points out that the strategies used in DICVOL04 are appropriate for dealing with the above type of mathematical ambiguities. In the DICVOL04 approach, the "symmetries are scanned separately from the highest symmetry (cubic) towards the lowest symmetry (triclinic), while searching first for the solutions with smaller volumes." The case of Mawsonite and Chatkalite demonstrates that the correct solution is not necessarily the one with the higher crystal symmetry. Likewise for a given symmetry, the correct answer may not be the one with the smallest volume.
In any case, the researcher should always confirm the indexing solution with data from other techniques. This approach is the modus operandi for mineralogists. From the beginning Markham and Lawrence [7] were aware of a symmetry problem and used the phrase "body centered pseudo cubic" in the description of the new mineral. Even though they indexed Mawsonite on the basis of a Cubic I cell, they noted the mineral cannot be truly cubic because of its anisotropic optical properties. The correct lattice was determined a decade later by means of single crystal data [10] .
Finally, it is prudent to analyze the reduced form of a cell obtained via indexing procedures. Is there more specialization than required by the given reduced form type? As a specialized reduced form is frequently associated with a high compression ratio, it serves as an indicator of the existence of additional indexing possibilities.
Conclusion
The tetragonal P lattice for the Mawsonite structure, as established by single crystal studies [10] , is undoubtedly the correct lattice. As Chatkalite is presumed isostructural with Mawsonite, its powder data has been refined on the basis of a tetragonal unit cell [13] . In the 2004 version of Fleischer's Glossary of Mineral Species [14] , both Mawsonite and Chatkalite are listed with tetragonal symmetry.
The historical confusion on the symmetry of Mawsonite has a valid mathematical explanation. The lattices for Mawsonite and Chatkalite are unusual because they are highly specialized. In each case: (1) the a/c ratio is very near the square root of 2 (√2 = 1.4142, a/c for Chatkalite = 1.4163, a/c for Mawsonite = 1.4190);(2) the symmetrical scalars of the reduced form [a · a : b · b : c · c = 1:2:2] have greater specialization than required for the given reduced form type; (3) the tetragonal lattice has derivative lattices of higher symmetry; and (4) the powder pattern is highly compressed (Table 4) . 
